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Description
The abnormal vascular development of the placenta in FGR

frequently contributes to further placental insufficiency;
however, little is known about these events' underlying
mechanisms. Pathological pregnancy was associated with
significant changes in the composition and structure of
intracellular and extracellular glycans, including those associated
with the apical cell membrane. In FGR, there are few data on
placental glycopathology: In cases of FGR accompanied by either
absence or reverse diastolic flow, alterations in the expression of
glycans, which are thought to mediate cellular adhesion and
angiogenesis, were also found. Anti-LeY MAbs could bind to LeY
glycan, histo-blood group antigen, some sulfated glycans, and
glycans with GlcNAc terminal residues, according to microarray
chip analysis of fucose-binding lectins and mAb. This is probably
because the process of making monoclonal antibodies includes
some natural antibodies mixed in. Clinical placenta pathology
samples can be expensive and time-consuming to manually
analyze under a microscope. Computer-aided diagnosis may
enable quick, accurate results and a significant reduction in
inter- and intra-rater variability. A fully automated method for
segmenting the human placenta that can distinguish between its
intricate histological features is presented here. To segment
individual placental villi structures in hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) stained placental images, the proposed pipeline consists
of multiple steps. In the histological field of view, unwanted and
artifacts are identified and excluded from further analysis. The
detection and segmentation of touching villi in our dataset is
one of the difficulties encountered by our new algorithm. The
top-hat transformation is used by the proposed algorithm to
find potential concavities in each structure that could be the
intersection of two distinct villous structures. Multiple features
from each candidate concavity are used to classify the detected
concavities.

Conventional methods for  immunohisto- 
chemistry

On 12 scans containing nearly 5000 individual villi from nine
preeclampsia patients and three healthy control patients, our
proposed pipeline is compared to manual segmentations that
have been confirmed by an experienced pathologist. The
consequences of our technique are contrasted with a formerly
distributed strategy for villi division. STB, or chorionic

syncytiotrophoblasts, play a crucial role in regulating feto-
maternal exchange. As a result, STB actively differentiate to
ensure barrier function continuity. However, the homeostatic
differentiation of STB is threatened by the pathology of the
placenta that is seen in conditions like pre-eclampsia (PE). The
purpose of this study was to immuno-localize and quantify the
expression of histone 2A (H2A), i.e., positive (H2A+) and
negative (H2A-) nuclei within placental conducting and exchange
villi, since HIV-1 requires the expression of co-receptors on STB
to undergo vertical transmission. Additionally, the aim of this
study was to determine the effect of PE and HIV infection on the
various stages of STB maturation mature (H2 In addition, we
compared the expression of H2A + and H2A- nuclei across the
study population, HIV status, and normotensive versus PE
groups. After receiving written consent in writing, placental
tissue was taken from 30 pregnant normotensive and pre-
ecliptic women. The HIV status of the study groups further
subdivided them. Conventional methods were used for
immunohistochemistry with the anti-histone 2A (H2A) antibody
to identify fully differentiated, functional, and mature STB.
Quantification of placental histone H2A immuno-expression in
conducting and exchange villi was accomplished through
morphometric image analysis. The software called GraphPad
Prism was used to conduct the statistical analysis. Early-onset PE
and abnormal CTB differentiation are linked. Although a
heterogeneous subset of the classical mature STB known as
transcriptionally active STB has been identified [12], they have
not been quantified in HIV-infected women with PE. We
hypothesize that HIV-infected women with PE have STB in a
more transcriptionally active state. Therefore, the goals are to
immunolocalize and quantify the expression of histone 2A (H2A),
also known as H2A+ and H2A- nuclei, within the conducting and
exchange villi of the placenta. In addition, we compared the
expression of H2A + and H2A- nuclei across the study
population, HIV status, and normotensive versus PE groups.
Hydropic products of conception undergo p57 immunostaining
to identify hydatidiform moles (HMs), which can progress into
gestational trophoblastic neoplasia. Hydropic abortion (HA) and
partial hydatidiform mole (PHM) both have positive staining in
stromal and cytotrophoblastic cells, whereas complete
hydatidiform mole (CHM) lacks p57 expression in both types of
cells. Discordant p57 expression occurs when cytotrophoblast
staining is positive and stromal staining is negative, or the
opposite is the case.
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Risk of Perinatal Morbidity and Mortality
In cases of divergent p57 expression, the purpose of this study

was to compare the evolutions of p57DV-associated and
traditional CHMs and to describe the clinical, biological, and
pathological characteristics of p57-discordant villi (p57DV) and
other associated populations. Referent pathologists identified 70
cases of p57DV and divided them into two groups, G1: G2 and
the non-CHM component of p57DV (n = 22): (n = 48) p57DV and
CHM component. The morphology of p57DV was similar in both
groups. On p57 immunostaining, hybrid villi and the observation
of more than two populations were significantly more prevalent
in G2. The classic CHM and the p57DV-associated CHM shared
similar clinical, biological, and ultrasound presentations. For
p57DV-associated CHMs, the incorrect initial pathological
diagnosis was more common, missing the CHM component. In
seven of the cases, molecular genotyping revealed
androgenetic/biparental mosaicism, which was also confirmed

in four of the cases. The majority of p57DV are associated with a
CHM component, as demonstrated by these findings, making
them difficult to diagnose for pathologists. However, p57DV-
associated CHMs should be treated in the same way as
conventional CHMs. Fucosylated sugar residues and Lewis Y
(LeY) in the endothelial glycocalyx (eGC) of placental tissue at
early and late onset fetal growth restriction (FGR) were the
subject of this study. The fucosylated glycans of type 2 (H2)/LeY
in the vascular endothelium of the villi may reflect a change in
villi maturation or adaptation to hypoxia through a change in cell
proliferation potential and induction of angiogenesis, as
demonstrated by our findings. LeY expression is significantly
higher in early-onset FGR than in late-onset FGR, indicating a
more severe pathological state. Placental insufficiency is linked
to fetal growth restriction (FGR), which complicates almost 10%
of all pregnancies and raises the risk of perinatal morbidity and
mortality, as well as long-term health disorders. An important
placental factor in the development of FGR is angiogenesis.
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